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Scholars from academic units and research personnel from company research departments are welcome to contribute research papers which are innovative and inventive to the journal Inventions, the founding of which has been embodied with three very important aims:
The first is the timely publication, spread and promotion of innovative and inventive research papers.
The second is to guide research scholars in extending basic theoretic research to innovative and inventive research results.
The third is the prospect of this journal, which is to help authors present their research results to industry for the promotion of technology transfer.
The realization of the second and third aims makes Inventions different from other journals, and further shows the value of its foundation and existence. Many scholars spend their lives publishing research papers in many different journals, but most of these journals do not help scholars collate and analyze their results or assist in promoting them to a relevant industry. However, the ultimate aim and prospect of Inventions is to help authors not only to publish their papers in the journal, but also to promote their research results to industry and assist them in realizing the purpose of technology transfer. In the future, Inventions will help authors to evaluate their technology license fees based on the valuation theory and approaches of The International Association of Consultants, Valuators and Analysts (IACVA) [1, 2] and also help authors to show their patents and technologies on a network transaction platform.
The journal Inventions focuses mainly on areas that include: Our idea regarding the first item on the list is mainly to allow research scholars to concentrate their research resources on innovative and inventive research, with the aim of creating more industrial value now and for the future and to improve the environment and living conditions. This theme-patent-based/extended inventions-supports such an idea. Papers concerned with patent-reviewed inventions are particularly important. Currently, the online patent query database has tended to be complete, but the format of patent writing in many countries does not fit the reading habits of many readers. Inventions hopes to invite professional scholars to collate, and rewrite if necessary, patent-reviewed inventions papers to make them more universally acceptable.
However, Inventions is a new journal and is loaded with our expectations and vision, and the realization of this plan and prospects will need the collaboration and support of many experts and scholars.
